Farmville Police Department
Police Activity Log
January 1, 2019 – January 6, 2019

RESPONDED TO:

January 1, 2019

2:25 am 500 block of Church St. for a report of destruction to property. Suspect arrested for drunk in public.

9:19 am Officers advised a resident in the 1800 block of South Main clean up trash from ripped trash bags. The resident will clean it up.

2:31 pm Officers advised of an assault in the 700 block of Longwood Avenue.

8:37 pm Officer on patrol located a suspicious vehicle at the Field of Dreams. Subject advised to leave the area.

10:22 pm Officers advised to respond to the 400 block of Putney Street for an unwanted subject on the property. Assist made.

January 2, 2019

12:52 pm Officers attempted warrant service in the 400 block of Sunchase. Arrest made.

6:12 pm Officers advised to check the area of 400 Doswell Street for a suspicious male in the area that the caller believed could cause harm to her. Unfounded.

7:30 pm Officers advised of a male in the area of Belk with a weed eater in his hand raising it to the sky. Unable to locate.

11:00 pm Officers advised of a shoplifter at the Valero on South Main Street. A Male left the premises with 2 beers that he did not pay for. Warrant options advised.
January 3, 2019

4:18 am  Officers advised to check the 400 block of Doswell, for a report of someone knocking on a door. Unfounded.

5:00 am  Officers advised of a male that walked into the ER that is suicidal and homicidal. The nurse was requesting an officer for safety. Emergency custody order issued and served. Officers are currently on scene at the ER awaiting the issuance of a TDO.

7:14 am  Centra Southside hospital for a report of trespassing. Subject was located and told to leave the property.

9:14 am  Fas-Mart on S. Main St. for a gasoline spill. Spill was contained and area of parking lot closed until clean up crew arrived.

10:11 am  Belk department store for a subject trespassing. Subject located and trespassed from the property. Warning was given.

January 4, 2019

2:44 pm  Piedmont Court Services for a wanted subject. Arrest made.

8:18 pm  ICA for a wanted subject. Arrest made.

9:10 pm  Hylawn Ave for a group of teenagers making a lot of noise, walking up and down the street. No group was located that was making noise.

9:56 pm  Sunchase Apartments for report of someone trying to kick in the drink machine. Subject was trying to get his drink out. No damage done.

January 5, 2019

12:54 am  Elks Lodge for report of property damage to the mirror of a parked vehicle. Does not appear to be a hit and run but actually broken off by hand. Report made.

7:08 am  Rite Aid for the exterior entrance door being open. Door was off track but interior door was locked. Assist made.
8:09 am  Medallion Apartments for a subject locked out of her apartment. Assisted her with getting in touch with a manager. Assist made.

7:39 pm  Sunchase Apartments for vandalism to a vehicle by a roommate who moved out. Assist made.

11:43 pm  A St for harassment between 2 males. Subject was advised that he could speak with a magistrate. Magistrate would not issue anything due to lack of identifiers.

January 6, 2019

11:19 am  CVS for a female reporting she left her medicine in a Taxi, and CVS would not refill the prescription. Subject has refilled the same prescription three times at different pharmacies and the subject was advised CVS would not be refilling it again. Assist made.

1:28 pm  Manager at Uptown Coffee reported he was being harassed by someone that called into the business to place an order. Unable to locate subject due to the caller calling from a private number.

6:34 om  800 block of Longstreet Rd for a report of someone following the caller to their residence. Contact made with the caller, all was okay.